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Fire engineering…

Engineering is…

“… the art of modelling materials we do not wholly understand, into 
shapes we can not precisely analyse, so as to withstand forces we 
can not properly assess, in such a way that the public at large has 
no reason to suspect the extent of our ignorance.”

President of Institution of Civil Engineers 1946



Regulations/British Standards

Fire Engineering since 1985:

– 5 Functional requirements, eg:

Prescriptive guidance (very flexible):

– British Standard 9999

Code of practice for Fire Safety Engineering:

– British Standard 7974

Means of warning and escape 
B1.The building shall be designed and constructed so that 
there are appropriate provisions for the early warning of fire, 
and appropriate means of escape in case of fire from the 
building to a place of safety outside the building capable of 
being safely and effectively used at all material times. 



‘Normal’/traditional buildings

– Low rise

– Small number of people

– Stairs:
– Main means of access
– Main means of egress
– Only means of emergency egress
– Relatively small in number and area

– Low evacuation times:
– Simultaneous egress strategy 



High rise buildings

– Large numbers of people

– High probability of fire in floor below

– Fire may spread from floor to floor 

– Evacuation route unfamiliar?
– Access/egress via lifts
– Emergency evacuation by stairs

– Extended evacuation time:
– Phased evacuation

– No secondary ladder access



Fire service intervention
– Vehicular access often difficult

– Extended travel distances

– Potential interaction between fire-fighters and evacuating occupants in 
high-rise buildings
– Simultaneous egress
– Phased egress

– Fire-fighting may affect means of escape

– Logistical challenges
– fire-fighting lift

– Communications

– Extended operations



Triangle Shirtwaist fire

– 1911

– New York

– 146 people died

– NFPA code
– Escape code
– All occupancies



One Meridian Plaza, Philadelphia

– 23 February 1991

– 38 storey

– Fire started on 22nd floor

– Fire spread upwards

– Tennant sprinkler on 30th floor

– Façade spread spandrel failures

– Floor slab expanded quicker than protected structural frame



Windsor building, Madrid

– 12 February 2005

– 32 storeys

– Fire started on 21st floor

– Fire spread upwards and downwards

– Second façade attachment failure

– Technical floor slab on 17th floor stopped 
downward fire spread 



New challenges

– Super high rise buildings
– 500m+ high
– 10,000+ people

– Improved healthcare
– Ageing population

– Increased availability of food
– Increase in obesity

– Sedentary lifestyle
– Reduced fitness



Importance of structural fire resistance

Relative fire risk for different building heights and levels of 
fire resistance (unsprinklered)
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Building Regulations

Prescriptive guidance for tall buildings:

– >18m additional requirements

– >30m:

– Sprinklers  and
– Increased fire resistance



Importance of automatic sprinklers

Relative fire risk for different building heights for 
solutions that comply with AD B 
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London Fire Brigade data

The dates 01/04/1996 to 03/11/2008 inclusive:

– 14,575 incidents are reported

– 266 fatalities and 4,439 injuries  

– Building heights four to about 40 storeys tall :
– 9,349 fires in 4 and 5 storey buildings
– 2,275 fires in 6 and 7 storey buildings
– 1,582 fires in 8 to 11 storey buildings
– 981 fires in12 to 19 storey buildings
– 388 fires in buildings with 20 storeys and above



Analysis of Real Fire Library 

London fire data between 1996 and 2008:

– Between 300 and 500 fire injuries per year

– Between 10 and 40 deaths per year

– 30 fatalities in buildings with 10+ storeys (up to 21 storeys)

– 55% of fatalities were in purpose built blocks of flats

– Accidental most likely cause of 70% percent of fires

– 40% percent of the fires were in Local Authority dwellings.



Number of fatalities against the number of 
rooms/spaces involved in the fire



Probability of spread to additional rooms/spaces per 
fire by building height



Probability of injury per fire by building height



Probability of fatality per fire by building height



High rise building risk model

Quantitative Fire Risk Assessment (QRA) model developed including:

– Physical dimensions of the building 

– Type(s) of occupancy and the number of occupants 

– Nature of fires in different types of occupancy

– Types of fire protection in the building
– including effectiveness and reliability

The model uses this information to predict:

– number of potential deaths and injuries from fire

– property type and the building use

– The levels of individual and societal risk from fire



Predictions from high rise building risk model

Building 
Date

Purpose 
group

No of 
storeys

Overall 
individual 
risk per 
occupant 
year

Individual 
risk per 
occupant 
year due to 
building 
Height

Average 
percentage of 
risk due to the 
height of the 
building (%)

Recent Residential 
and office

150+ 2.0 x 10-7 1.1 x 10-7 55

Recent  Office ~100 1.5 x 10-7 1.2 x 10-7 80

1970’s Office 100+ 5.1 x 10-7 4.6 x 10-7 90



Probability of fire spread to a number of rooms for residential 
buildings broken down for different building height categories



Conclusions

Fire safety challenge in high rise buildings includes:

– Safe and timely evacuation of large numbers of people who may be several 
hundred metres above ground level.

– Ensuring that smoke and fire cannot spread to threaten occupants beyond the 
compartment of fire origin.

– Fire-fighting access and provisions need to enable safely and quickly access 
to any height in the building and facilitate timely and effective emergency 
intervention.

– Ensuring no disproportionate collapse of the structure.



Conclusions

Analysis of fire statistics for high-rise buildings in London indicates that: 

– There is very little difference on the probability of fire spread as a function of 
height

– There is very little difference in the probability of injury from fire as a function 
of height

– There is very little difference in the probability of death from a fire as a 
function of height. 



Conclusions

Quantitative assessment of fire risk in high rise buildings shows that:

– Increases in the effectiveness and reliability of fire resistance floors in high 
rise buildings are a key way of reducing the extent of this increase in risk due 
to the height of the building.

– Similarly the effectiveness and reliability of automatic suppression systems, 
such as sprinklers, are crucial in minimising the proportion of fire risk due to 
the height of the building.



Fire Safety Issues – experience from real fires and 
relevant research – concealed fire spread
– Cavity barriers

– Fire stopping

– Combustible linings

– Melting of thermal insulation
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Will the fire precautions work?

Are they reliable?

– Testing 

– Certification



New challenges

Include:

– Fire

– Earthquake

– Wind 

– Flood

– Loss of power

– Aircraft crash

– Terrorism

– Other?


